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Abstract:
s
for rever sible data hidingg in encrypted images reserving room
r
This woork proposees a novel scheme
before encryption.
e
In the first phase, a coontent owneer performs the image ppartition an
nd creates space
sp
for dataa accommoodation andd then encryypts the ima
age using an
a encryptioon key. Theen, a data-hhider
accomm
modates thee data insidde the imagge and hidess it using data-hiding
d
key to enccrypt it. Witth an
encryptted image containing additional
a
d
data,
if a recceiver has the
t data-hidding key, hee can extracct the
additionnal data thoough he doees not know
w the image content. If the
t receiverr has the en
ncryption keey, he
can deccrypt the reeceived dataa to obtain an image similar to thhe original one, but ca
annot extracct the
additionnal data. Iff the receiveer has bothh the data-h
hiding key and
a the encrryption keyy, he can exxtract
the addditional dataa and recovver the origiinal contentt. The rapidd developmeent of data transfer
t
thrrough
internett made it easier
e
to seend the datta accuratee and fasterr to the deestination. There
T
are many
m
transmiission mediia to transfe
fer the dataa to destina
ation like e--mails; at tthe same tim
me it is maay be
easier to
t modify and
a misuse the valuablle informatiion throughh hacking. SSo, in orderr to transfeer the
data seecurely to the destinnation without any modification
m
s, there are many approaches
a
like
cryptoggraphy and steganograaphy. This project
p
dealls with the image stegganography as well as with
the diffferent securrity issues, general
g
oveerview of cryptography
c
hy approachhes and abo
out the diffe
ferent
steganoography alggorithms likee Least Signnificant Bit (LSB) algorrithm and bblow fish alg
gorithms. Itt also
comparres those alggorithms in means of sppeed, accurracy and seccurity.
Keywords: Encry
rypted imaage containning addittional dataa, Data-Hiiding key, Modificattions,
cryptoggraphy and steganograp
s
phy, Least Significant
S
Bit
B (LSB) algorithm
1. Introoduction
Reversiible data hidding (RDH)) in images is a technique, by whhich the origginal cover can be listllessly
recoverred after thhe embeddeed message is extracteed. This im
mportant tecchnique is widely useed in
medicall imagery, military im
magery and law forenssics, where no distortioon of the original
o
covver is
allowedd. With regaard to providing confiddentiality fo
or images, encryption is an effecttive and popular
means as
a it converrts the origiinal and meeaningful co
ontent to inncomprehennsible one. Some
S
prom
mising
applicattions can bee generated if RDH cann be applied
d to encrypteed images.
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Suppose a medical image database stored in a data center, notations can be embedded into the
encrypted version of a medical image through a RDH technique by a server in the data center. The
server can manage the image or verify its integrity by using the notations without having the
knowledge of the original content. This will protect the patient’s privacy. At the same time, a doctor
can decrypt and restore the image for further diagnosing by using the cryptographic key. In the
current trends of the world, the technologies have advanced so much that most of the individuals
prefer using the internet as the primary medium to transfer data from one end to another across the
world. There are many possible ways to transmit data using the internet: via emails, chats, etc. The
data transition is made very simple, fast and accurate using the internet. However, one of the main
problems with sending data over the internet is the “security threat” it poses i.e. the personal or
confidential data can be stolen or hacked in many ways. Therefore it becomes very important to take
data security into consideration, as it is one of the most essential factors that need attention during the
process of data transferring. Data security basically means protection of data from unauthorized users
or hackers and providing high security to prevent data modification. This area of data security has
gained more attention over the recent period of time due to the massive increase in data transfer rate
over the internet In order to improve the security features in data transfers over the internet, many
techniques have been developed like: Cryptography, Steganography. While Cryptography is a method
to conceal information by encrypting it to cipher texts and transmitting it to the intended receiver
using an unknown key, Steganography provides further security by hiding the cipher text into a
seemingly invisible image or other formats.
2. Previous System
In this framework, a content owner encrypts the original image using a standard cipher with an
encryption key. After producing the encrypted image, the content owner hands over it to a data hider
(e.g., a database manager) and the data hider can embed some auxiliary data into the encrypted image
by listlessly vacating some room according to a data hiding key. Then a receiver, maybe the content
owner himself or an authorized third party can extract the embedded data with the data hiding key
and further recover the original image from the encrypted version according to the encryption key.
3. Disadvantages
The hackers recover the embedding data in original image because the data placed in particular bit
position. Previous methods embed data by reversibly vacating room from the encrypted images,
which may be subject to some errors on data extraction and/or image restoration
.

4. Advantages
It is easy for the data hider to reversibly embed data in the encrypted image. This method can embed
more than 10 times as large payloads for the same image quality as the previous methods.
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A) Generation of Encrypted Image
To generate an encrypted image first stage can be divided into three steps: image partition, self
reversible embedding and image encryption.
i) Image portion
In this step we divide the image in two parts A and B using standard RDH algorithm LSB algorithm.
The image is a 8-bit grey scale image, B is used to create a smoother area to minimize the image
distortion and helps to reserve room before encryption. Reserving room before encryption helps to
improve quality of image during image decryption.

ii) Self reversible imbedding
The bit locations of last 3 LSB are scuffled merged from portion A to B to make room for embedding
data, which we want to hide behind the image by using traditional RDH algorithm.
iii) Image encryption
After rearranging the self embedded image, we encrypt the image using blow fish algorithm, and use
watermarking in the image. Note that after image encryption, the data hider or a third party cannot
access the content of original image without the encryption key, thus privacy of the content owner
being protected.
B) Data Hiding in Encrypted Image
When the data hider acquires the Encrypted image, he can embed some data in the image. The data
hider checks the first 10 bits of image where image encrypted puts the information about the spaces
available to put data in the image. By using the information provided in the first 10 bits of image the
data hider puts the data in those locations.
C) Data Extraction and Image Recovery
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Since data extraction is completely independent from image decryption, the order of them implies
two different practical applications.
5. Conclusion
Reversible data hiding in encrypted images is a new topic drawing attention because of the privacypreserving requirements from cloud data management. Previous methods implement RDH in
encrypted images by vacating room after encryption, as opposed to which we proposed by reserving
room before encryption. Thus the data hider can benefit from the extra space emptied out in previous
stage to make data hiding process effortless. The proposed method can take advantage of all
traditional RDH techniques for plain images and achieve excellent performance without loss of
perfect secrecy. Furthermore, this novel method can achieve real reversibility, separate data
extraction and greatly improvement on the quality of marked decrypted images.
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